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WHAT İS NETWORK MONİTORİNG? NETWORK MONİTORİNG

 Network monitoring is a computer network's 

systematic effort to detect slow or failing 

network components, such as overloaded or 

crashed/frozen servers, failing routers, failed 

switches or other problematic devices. 

 Network monitoring is generally carried out 

through software applications and tools. 

BENEFİTS OF NETWORK MONİTORİNG

 Reduce downtown and cost

 Optimize both process and resources

 When a problems comes it stops turning into 

headache

 Network security

 Collection of historical data

MAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF A NETWORK MONITOR

 Must be able to configure and send alerts to the 
largest possible amount of channels (mail, SMS, 
Whatsapp...).

 User-friendliness

 The tool must be able to escalate without reducing 
performance.

 The tool itself must be able to understand and 
analyze the largest number of protocols possible:
UDP, TCP, IP, SNMP, HTTP, DNS, Radius

 If your company has cloud servers, then you’ll also 
need to check that the network monitor integrates 
with the company that offers said cloud service.
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a network topology with 5000 nodes, as seen with 

pandora fms

NETWORK MONİTORİNG CHECKLİST

 Choosing the right sotfware is not a 

straightforward process, and choosing the 

wrong network monitoring tool means losing 

time and money in the future.

 To make sure you’re taking the right points 

under consideration, here’s a handy checklist:

 Check that the software you’re interested in 

doesn’t only monitor networks, but that it can 

also scale up in the case of your network 

expanding: also, that it can monitor other 

elements of your organization, including other 

software such as apps, or hardware like servers, 

routers or switches: can it give feedback on 

customer experience, or monitor business 

processes like transactions, payments, orders?

NETWORK MONİTORİNG CHECKLİST

 Keep in mind the question of compatibility; are 

the servers and applications you’re already 

running going to be compatible with the new 

network monitoring software?

 Your software configuration and its 

management are very important. Some 

monitoring tools involve complex

NETWORK MONİTORİNG CHECKLİST

SOME NETWORK MONİTORİNG SYSTEMS

 Pandora FMS

 Nagios

 Zabbix

 Manage Engine

 PRTC Network Monitor

 Microsoft Network Monitor

PANDORA FMS

 The open version is capable of monitoring over 

10,000 nodes and covers network, server, and 

application monitoring.
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 also highlight its integration on mobile devices, 

which not only allows access to the console, 

but also to monitoring, thanks to its geolocation

system.

PANDORA FMS

 Probably the best known free tool, and it comes 

to no surprise since they’ve been working in the 

U.S. since 1996 to build this monitoring 

software. Its core is the most important part of 

the tool and it allows you to build plugins within 

that core, to monitor particular elements.

NAGİOS

 There are a lot of professional profiles with 

Nagios experience but the GUI lacks user-

friendliness.

NAGİOS ZABBİX

 Zabbix is known for being easy to configure 

and for having a very powerful GUI. It’s 

performance starts to decline when a large 

quantity of nodes is to be monitored. It’s 

agentless monitoring service stands out above 

the rest in its category, and experience tells us 

you can monitor up to 10,000 nodes without 

performance issues.

 At low levels, it’s still very strong and efficient, 

but  even though it has been used for large 

installations, starting at 1,000 nodes its 

performance can be diminished

 It doesn’t include real-time reporting

ZABBİX

control panel view for a monitored sample network.

ZABBİX
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MANAGE ENGİNE

 Manage Engine belongs to the Zoho Group, the 
giant enterprise conglomerate from India, and it’s 
one of those monitoring softwares to keep in mind. 
It’s tendency regarding demand is slightly on the 
rise.

 Easy to install 

 Very frienly GUI

 But alarm levels limited ( warnings and critical 
status)

 Only available on Linux and Windows

 Network monitoring tool that stands out for its 

greatly designed and easy to use interface. 

 Monitoring is multi-platform and is also able to 

monitor virtual systems and cloud applications.

 It can also generate real-time reports.

 You can access from mobil devices

 Reports can be in PDF/HTML formats

PRTG NETWORK MONİTOR

control panel view for a monitored sample network.

MICROSOFT NETWORK MONİTORİNG HİSTORY OF NETWORK MONİTORİNG

 Originally developed in early 1990’s

 Developement stopped after Network Monitor  

2.1

 Network Monitor 3.0 was released in 2006

 Most recent version is 3.4 released in 2010
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CAPTURİNG DATA USİNG MİCROSOFT NETWORK 

MONİTOR

 From the start page, select your network 

interface.

 Click “Create a new capture tab ...”.

 Click the “Start Capture” button.

 Select any frame to see details and raw data.

Let’s try..  
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